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To reproduce the steps of the algorithm presented in the paper, save attached files to a common directory and provide required tools.
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SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

This CPLEX script presents the optimization problem of optimal assignment of optical flows if energy profiles in links are concave. The recovery option used by all the demands is based on dedicated link (local) protection 1:1 DL. The energy profiles are approximated with linear segments.

```plaintext
float BigM = 100000;

{string} Nodes = ...

tuple arc
{
    string source;
    string destination;
}

{arc} Arcs with source in Nodes, destination in Nodes = ...

tuple demand
{
    string source;
    string destination;
}

{demand} Demands with source in Nodes, destination in Nodes = ...

float Volume[Demands] = ...

int Path = ...

range Paths = 1..Path;

int delta[Arcs][Demands][Paths] = ...

int gamma[Arcs][Arcs][Paths] = ...
    //gamma[e][a][p] = 1 if segment p protecting capacity of link a uses link e

dvar boolean flow[Demands][Paths]; // single flow

dvar boolean backup_link_flow_which[Arcs][Paths]; // single backup segment for each link, = 1
    // if segment p protects capacity of link a

dvar float+ backup_link_flow[Arcs][Paths];

dvar float+ flows_working[Arcs];

dvar float+ flows_backup[Arcs];

dvar float+ flow_summarized[Arcs];

int Number_seg = ...

range Segments = 1..Number_seg;

float Coeff_a[Segments] = ...

float Coeff_b[Segments] = ...

dvar float+ y[Arcs][Segments];

dvar boolean u[Arcs][Segments];

dvar float+ cost_link[Arcs];
```
minimize sum(a in Arcs) cost_link[a];

subject to{
 forall(d in Demands)
    sum(p in Paths) flow[d][p] == 1;

 forall(a in Arcs)
    sum(d in Demands, p in Paths) delta[a][d][p]*flow[d][p]*Volume[d] == flows_working[a];

 forall(a in Arcs)
    sum(p in Paths) backup_link_flow[a][p] == flows_working[a];

 forall(a in Arcs)
    sum(p in Paths) backup_link_flow_which[a][p] == 1;

 forall(a in Arcs, p in Paths)
    backup_link_flow[a][p] <= BigM*backup_link_flow_which[a][p];

 forall(a in Arcs)
    sum(e in Arcs, p in Paths) gamma[a][e][p]*backup_link_flow[e][p] == flows_backup[a];

 forall(a in Arcs)
    flows_working[a] + flows_backup[a] == flow_summarized[a];

 forall(a in Arcs)
    flow_summarized[a] == sum(k in Segments) y[a][k];

 forall(a in Arcs, k in Segments)
    y[a][k] <= BigM*u[a][k];

 forall(a in Arcs, k in Segments)
    u[a][k] <= BigM*y[a][k];

 forall(a in Arcs)
    sum(k in Segments) u[a][k] == 1;

 forall(a in Arcs)
    cost_link[a] == sum(k in Segments) (Coeff_a[k]*y[a][k] + Coeff_b[k]*u[a][k]);
}